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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a model that robustly estimates important flight parameters for ski jumpers during their flight
phase based on several camera views from the side along the
jumpers’ typical flight trajectories. A convolutional neural
network for pose estimation, but also trained to detect skis,
serves as a base model. It identifies 98.0% of the relevant
flight parameters correctly within an angle threshold of 5 degrees, improving by 11.6% over previous work. In postprocessing, a pose checker first removes all wrong poses by using comparisons of distances and relative positions of the detected keypoints. A second step executes two RANSAC variants. One robustly estimates the average pose and another
one the average pose angles. This model lifts the detection
performance to 99.3% of the relevant flight parameters within
a threshold of 5 degrees.

from all cameras along the hill that belong to a single jump as
input, our model (1) detects keypoints of the athlete as well
as ski tips and ski tails in each video frame of each camera if
present, (2) executes a robust estimation in each camera view
based on the single-frame results and (3) outputs the flight parameters for each camera. The relevant flight parameters for
the coaches are shown in Figure 1. Based on these parameters
and a Principal Components Analysis, it is possible to predict
if a jump has a long, medium or short distance.

Index Terms— computer vision, sports, human pose estimation, robust estimation
1. INTRODUCTION
Ski jumping is an Olympic discipline in which the success
of athletes highly depends on the body posture during the
jump. A ski jump can be divided into four phases. In the first
phase, athletes slide down the in-run and gain speed. While
approaching the take-off table, ski jumpers lift their body and
take off with the help of their speed and their own leap (phase
2). During launch and the following flight phase (phase 3) it
is important for the athletes to position their body perfectly
in order to increase lift, which is necessary to achieve a long
flight distance. In the fourth phase, the athletes land on the
ground. The landing point determines the final jumping distance.
Athletes work hard to achieve the perfect body posture at
take-off and during the flight phase in every jump. Therefore, many ski jumping hills are lined with cameras along the
flight trajectories of the ski jumpers. Coaches evaluate the
recorded jumps by selecting frames manually, annotating relevant keypoints by hand and calculating the flight parameters
using these hand-annotated keypoints. The system proposed
in this paper fully automates this process. Given the videos

Fig. 1. Relevant angles of a ski jumping pose: upper body
angle (yellow), lower body angle (orange), total body angle
(purple), average ski angle (blue) and angle difference between lower body and skis (white). The green line represents
the tangent to the flight trajectory of the athlete.

2. RELATED WORK
Human pose estimation is an active research field in computer vision. Most recent methods use deep convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) for that task, like the currently best
approaches [1, 2] on human pose estimation benchmarks like
MPII Human Pose [3] and COCO [4]. Regarding the architecture, recent human pose estimation approaches are dividable in single-stage [5, 6] and multi-stage [1, 2, 7, 8] methods.
The basis of single-stage approaches are mainly networks that
perform well on image classification tasks, like ResNet [9]
or VGG [10]. Mask R-CNN [5], which we use as a base
model, firstly determines regions of interest and then executes
single-person pose estimation on these regions. Multi-stage
approaches [1, 2, 7, 8] try to refine the pose estimates in every
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stage.
Computer vision has become quite popular in analyzing
athletes of different sport disciplines. [11] propose a userassisted method for estimating and tracking athlete poses
from monocular TV sports footage. Their model is evaluated on hurdles and triple jump videos. [12] use a multi-step
architecture to estimate the poses of ski jumpers. With a convolutional sequence to sequence model, they predict the jump
forces of ski jumpers directly from the pose estimates. With
the usage of a dilated convolutional network [13] automatically detect events like ground contact in pose sequences of
triple jump recordings. [14] predict the location of the basketball from a monocular view, even if it’s occluded, based
on the trajectories of the players. For a performance analysis
of swimmers, [15] use a convolutional neural network with
frame sequences of the swimmer and the swimming style as
inputs. The knowledge of the swimming style and the usage
of a pose refinement over time based on a pose sequence of
fixed length improve the results per frame.
For many computer vision applications, robust estimation
is an important step as results are often computed from noisy
data with some outliers. A popular strategy for robust estimation is Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [16], which
uses some samples of the whole data set to compute the model
parameters and then calculates how many data points from
the whole data set are in conformity with this model. After
some iterations, the model with the highest number of matching data points is chosen. [17] improve this method by adding
local optimization after choosing the best model. [18] propose a differentiable version in order to make it includable in
end-to-end trained deep learning pipelines.

In the hand-annotation process, the flight parameters were
derived as the mean of the angles of all annotated poses per
camera view (usually 2-4). However, there are many more
frames per camera showing the complete athlete. Thus, the
new model can use all images from each camera view. On average, it detects a ski jumper in 14 images per camera. These
pose detections are passed on to the postprocessing, where
they first undergo a plausibility check to identify gross mistakes. These checks are based on the keypoints of the pose itself: The system checks (1) if the length of both skis is nearly
equal, (2) if the length of the body (the distance head to hip
plus hip to ankle) is not shorter than half of and not longer
than the ski length, (3) if the head is above the ski tips, (4) if
the hand is far enough from the ski tips or tails and the head,
(5) if the length of the lower leg and thigh are nearly the same,
(6) if the size of the upper body is similar to the size of the
lower body, (7) if all keypoints are not too close to the image
boundaries and (8) if all joints (except for the ankle) are on
one side of the skis. Poses that do not pass these checks are
removed. Examples for invalid poses can be found in Figure
2b)-d). Furthermore, this step sorts out poses where only a
part of the athlete is shown in the picture. An example can be
found in Figure 2a). The model already detects the ski jumper,
but the poses are not precise enough to contribute to the final
result. Therefore they are discarded. The pose checking process removes around 42.8% of all poses, so that on average 8
images remain per camera. Figure 3 visualizes this effect.

3. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
In a previous system [12], the keypoint detection was split
into separate steps. At first, the position of the ski jumper
was located within the frame using MobileNet [19]. Next, at
this location a convolutional pose machine [8] detected the
athlete’s joints. Third, a Hough transformation was used to
identify the skis. For each camera view, the mean pose was
calculated afterwards and the flight parameters were computed based on this mean pose. A careful evaluation by
the coaches and performance diagnosticians showed that this
multi-step model generates mostly reasonable results regarding the single-frame results, but the usage of a mean pose
often impairs the final result due to outliers. This happens
especially often for the ski detections, as the Hough transformation produces more than sporadically false results.
Hence, we have developed a new model that performs all
detections in one single step. It is based on Mask R-CNN
[5], but uses a branch to detect keypoints instead of generating segmentation masks. This model is also able to learn
non-body keypoints like ski tips and ski tails, which is more
reliable than the previously used Hough transformation.

(a) Only a part of the athlete
is in the picture.

(b) A pose is detected where
no athlete is visible.

(c) The length of the skis
does not match.

(d) Ankle and knee are at
wrong positions.

Fig. 2. Invalid poses identified by pose checking. The detected keypoints are visualized by red circles and marked with
numbers, whereby number 0 marks the head, 1 the shoulder,
2 the elbow, 3 the hand, 4 the hip, 5 the knee, 6 the ankle, 7/9
the right/left ski tip, 8/10 the right/left ski tail.
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The results presented in this section are computed using
an independent test set with 3,388 images from 101 different
jumps. Figure 4 shows an exemplary pose estimate on the
test set. The numbers mark the same keypoints as described
in Fig. 2.

(a) All 15 poses of one
camera view.

(b) Remaining 8 poses after
plausibility check.

Fig. 3. Effect of pose filtering: On the left side, all poses of
one camera view are displayed, centered at the hip joint. The
right side shows the remaining poses after filtering.
The second postprocessing step takes all plausible poses
and uses a robust estimation to output the final flight parameters. We use this technique as the pose of the athlete barely
changes within one camera view. In the hand-annotation process, the mean is used, but using the mean is too sensitive to
detection outliers. Hence, we use locally optimized RANSAC
[17] in two variants for that purpose. The first variant calculates the relevant angles from the keypoint locations and applies a constant RANSAC model to each set of angles. In
a second variant, the poses are normalized by translating the
hip of an athlete to the origin of the coordinate system. A constant RANSAC model is applied to the normalized keypoints,
which results in a robust mean pose. The flight parameters
per camera are in turn derived from this mean pose.
Summarizing, the model consists of three main steps: (1)
detecting keypoints of ski jumpers in all frames of one camera view, (2) checking the detected poses and removing the
invalid ones and (3) robustly estimating the flight parameters
based on RANSAC.

Fig. 4. Example of a pose estimate (red) with ground truth
(green).

4.2. PCK and PCA
We use two different evaluation protocols. The first protocol compares the estimated flight parameters per camera view
with the mean of the angles from the annotated poses of one
camera view. Our evaluation focuses on this protocol, since it
complies with the evaluation by coaches. The second protocol
evaluates the pose estimation results image-wise on the video
images with ground truth annotations available. We will refer to this technique as the evaluation on annotated images.
We only apply it if mentioned explicitly. Using the second
protocol allows to calculate the Percentage of Correct Keypoints (PCK). PCK considers a keypoint as correct at a certain threshold t if the distance of the detected keypoint to the
ground truth keypoint is less or equal than t times the distance
between shoulder and hip joint. The recall at a certain PCK
threshold tells us the percentage of the keypoints that is considered correct at that threshold. The PCK curves for varying
thresholds are visualized in Figure 5 with solid lines.
As the interest of this paper is not the raw joint positions
but the body angles, we also define the Percentage of Correct
Angles (PCA). Analogous to PCK, PCA considers an angle
as correct at a threshold t if the difference between the angle computed from the detected joints and the angle calculated from the ground truth joints is below or equal t. The
recall at a PCA threshold t measures the percentage of the angles that are considered correct at threshold t. Table 1 shows
the recall values at PCA thresholds of 5◦ and 3◦ for all five
relevant angles for the ski jump coaches (upper body angle,
lower body angle, total body angle, ski angle and difference
between lower body and ski angle).
If the system detects a ski jumper, it is nearly always a cor-

4. EVALUATION
4.1. Dataset
The dataset used in this paper was collected and provided by
the Institute for Applied Training Science (IAT) in Leipzig.
The training dataset contains 10,070 annotated images from
290 jumps. The videos were recorded at different ski jumping hills, during multiple events and with different athletes,
so their statures and dressings vary. The footage also covers a wide variety of weather and light conditions, e.g. snow,
rain, fog, summer, winter, day and night. Only few images
from every video are annotated, usually 2-4 frames per camera. Annotated keypoints are both ski tips and tails, head,
shoulder, elbow, hand, hip, knee and ankle. The annotations
of the joints are only available of one side of the body (the one
facing the camera). The dataset contains images of the flight
phase as well as images of the athlete during in-run, where
the skis are not visible and not annotated.
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Head
Shoulder
Elbow

Hand
Hip
Knee

Ankle
r. Ski Tip
r. Ski Tail

l. Ski Tip
l. Ski Tail

Table 1. Recall values in % at PCA thresholds of 5◦ and 3◦
on annotated test set images. C stands for the current system,
P for the previous one.
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4.4. RANSAC on Angles
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The first variant of robustly estimating the flight parameters
starts with the calculation of the five angles of interest for every pose. As a second step, for each camera view, a constant
model is estimated with RANSAC for each angle. We use
100 iterations with a sample size of 4. Hence, for each type
of angle, 4 computed angle values are randomly chosen, and
the average is calculated. Then, the number of inliers for this
model among all calculated angle values is computed. Other
angles are defined as inliers if they deviate at most by 4◦ from
the average angle of the samples. For the model with the most
inliers, the final result is calculated as the average angle of all
inliers. The results for the PCA metric are shown in Figure
6. The results for all flight parameters, except the ski angle,
are improved. Ski keypoints are the keypoints with the lowest PCK (see Figure 5) and have therefore the highest estimation errors. For angle RANSAC, the angles are calculated
in advance. Some were calculated based on wrong poses, but
ended up as inliers, if they fit the threshold. Hence, they might
cause the final result to differ too much from the true value.

Fig. 5. PCK curves for varying thresholds on the test set. The
results of the proposed model are displayed with solid lines,
the results from the previous system with dashed lines.
rect detection. The remaining false detections are removed by
the pose checker. Hence, we do not use precision as a metric.
The main focus is the compliance of the detected keypoints
with the ground truth. Therefore, the distance between a detected keypoint and its corresponding ground truth position is
the metric of interest.
4.3. Comparison with Previous Model
Regarding the previous system [12] with the multi-step pose
estimation, the current model achieves greater accuracy for
all keypoints. The PCK values for the previous model are
visualized in Figure 5 with dashed lines. Huge differences
are encountered in the detection of the skis. The recall of the
previous model at a PCK threshold of 20% is only 14.9% for
the left ski tip and 16.4% for the right ski tip (Figure 5, dashed
lines), while the current model achieves 81.2% and 84.3%,
respectively (Figure 5, solid lines). The reason for this huge
difference is that the Hough transformation used for the ski
detection is far less precise. The previous system could not
include it in the neural network training as the annotations at
that time included only the averaged position of left and right
ski tips and tails, meaning that a ski tip annotation was located
in the middle between left and right ski tip.
Although the positions of the ski tips and tails are not accurately estimated with the Hough transformation, the results
for the derived angles of the skis are good. 88.4% of the detected ski angles are within ±5◦ . In general, as Table 1 shows,
the new model improves the recall values at a PCA threshold
of 5◦ for all five relevant angles at least by 4.0% and at most
by 22.9%, and by 13.0% to 30.0% at a PCA threshold of 3◦ .

PCA of flight parameters
1.0
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Recall

0.6
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Body (Angle)
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4
6
Angle threshold [degrees]
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Fig. 6. PCA curves for varying thresholds on test set for
RANSAC on angles and RANSAC on poses.
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4.5. RANSAC on Poses

a Principal Component Analysis to map the five estimated
flight parameters to their two principal components. Figure
7 depicts the flight parameters for two camera views in this
two-dimensional sub space with respect to the color-coded
jumping distance. An exact prediction of the jumping distance is not feasible, as important information like the wind
speed and direction is not available, but it is possible to see
clusters of jumps with high distances in both visualizations
(colored yellow in the left figure and yellow and orange in the
right figure). Hence, if a new jump is recorded and the flight
parameters extracted, it is possible to perform the same Principal Component Analysis as before and predict if the jump
has a long, medium or short distance.
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The second approach translates the poses such that the detected hip joint lies in the origin of the coordinate system. All
poses are now relative to the hip. RANSAC is executed on
the translated joint coordinates with 100 iterations and 4 or 5
samples. Experiments on the validation set show that using
5 samples for the ski keypoints and 4 samples for the body
joints achieves the best results. Hence, for each keypoint, 4
or 5 random samples are chosen and the average keypoint coordinates are calculated. The number of inliers among all values for this keypoint is computed afterwards. We define other
keypoints as inliers if their distance to the average point of
the samples is at most 35% of the currently estimated torso
size. The result of this computation is a robustly estimated
mean pose for each camera view. The angles of the flight
parameters are now calculated by using the keypoints of the
mean pose. Figure 6 shows the PCA metric for this approach.
RANSAC based on poses improves the results for all flight
parameters (see Table 2).
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4.6. Comparison of RANSAC on Angles and Poses
Fig. 7. Results of Principal Component Analysis based on all
flight parameters for two cameras.

Both RANSAC methods generate good results and improve
the PCA values achieved on the annotated images, except
RANSAC on angles for the ski angle. Table 2 displays the recall values at PCA thresholds of 3◦ and 5◦ . RANSAC based
on poses also improves the results for ski angles. The reason is that the calculation of an average pose is more precise
for the skis, as only keypoints that are close together are included in the angle calculation. Table 2 shows that RANSAC
on poses generates the best results for all angles.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a technique for robustly estimating flight
parameters for ski jumpers. It uses a Mask R-CNN [5] based
model to detect the joints of the athlete and the ski tips and
tails. As the coaches are interested in the flight parameters
per camera, we can use a robust estimation based on all detections of one camera view to determine the values. This robust estimation includes a pose checker that removes wrong
poses. It executes checks based on the distances and relative
positions of the keypoints, e.g. it compares the body and the
ski length or the length of upper and lower body. In a second
step, RANSAC calculates the robust estimation of the poses
considered valid by the pose checker. We examined two versions of RANSAC. The first operates already on calculated
angles based on single poses, the second operates on single
poses and calculates the final flight parameters based on the
estimated mean pose.
Our evaluations showed that the new model performs notably better than the previous one which used a multi-step
pipeline to detect the body joints and a Hough transformation for the skis. Especially for the results of the ski angle
and the difference between lower body and ski angle, the proposed model improves the recall at a PCA threshold of 5◦ by
absolute +10% on the test set images. The percentage of correct angles can be improved even further with the usage of
the robust estimation. The recall at a PCA threshold of 5◦ is
over 97% for all flight parameters, using the best performing

Table 2. Recall values in % at PCA thresholds of 3◦ and
5◦ : results on annotated images are marked with A, results
with RANSAC on angles with B and results with RANSAC
on poses with C.
Lower
Body

Upper
Body

Total
Body

Ski

Diff.
L.B./S.

Total

A@3°
B@3°
C@3°

84.6
90.1
90.3

92.3
96.4
96.7

97.4
97.9
97.9

97.4
96.3
98.2

81.3
82.3
86.1

90.6
92.8
94.0

A@5°
B@5°
C@5°

97.4
98.9
98.9

99.0
100
100

99.8
100
100

98.6
98.6
99.2

94.9
94.3
97.9

98.0
98.4
99.3

4.7. Jumping Distance Prediction Based on Flight Angles
The dataset provides 84 videos with the information of the
jumping distance. All videos are from the same ski jumping hill and recorded with the same camera settings. We use
5

version of RANSAC, and over 86% at a PCA threshold of 3◦ .
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